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From Viennese to Austrian German and back
again – An algorithm for the realization of a
variety-slider
In this talk we want to present an algorithm that allows for the automatic
generation of in-between varieties, given acoustic models from multiple
varieties. This is useful in speech synthesis to realize realistic voice user
interfaces, since these phenomena also occur in natural language. The method
can be extended to take account of switching direction and articulatory
processes. We will demonstrate the method with Viennese varieties (sociolects).
With state-of-the-art speech synthesis methods it is possible to generate
naturally sounding and comprehensible speech. The synthesis of varieties is
challenging due to the lack of a standard orthography and the similarity of these
varieties to spontaneous speech. The realization of a variety slider is a
prerequisite to synthesize different aspects of varieties. Since speech synthesis
will be used in many future user interfaces, it is important to have speech
synthesis of many varieties. This is a general requirement for speech synthesis
systems, since the existence of social and regional varieties is a global
phenomenon.
The variety-slider algorithm interpolates between different acoustic models. The
interpolation is performed on the level of phones, where phones are modeled by
automatically learned context models. The mapping between phones of different
varieties can be realized using dynamic programming and acoustic similarity
metrics.
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